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ABSTRACT. A geometric approach for a new type of unstable resonator, for high power and
coherent semiconductor lasers, is described. The design is based 00 a theoretical rnarlel which
predicts single marle operation £01' a w¡de waveguide w¡th negative parabolic lateral effective
refractive index (ERI) variation. A physical two waveguide model (or waveguide composed o two
parts) is used to explain the functioning of such cavity. Radiation taking place in a primary high
index region is directed by a secondary oue where the aptical intensity is lower. Analysis using
the CRIN cocle shows only low arder fiarles survive after multiple refiections.

RESUMEN. Se describe el diseño geométrico de un lluevo tipo de resonador inestable para láseres
semiconductores de alta potencia. El diseño se basa en un modelo teórico, que predice operación
mOllomodal, en una guía ancha de onda que contiene un índice de refración efectivo (IRE) lateral
con variación parabólica negativa. Para explicar el funcionamiento de esta cavidad, se utiliza un
modelo que supone dos guías de onda (o una guía de onda compuesta de dos partes). La radiación
que tiene lugar en la región de Índice de refracción alto, se desvía hacia otra región donde la
intensidad óptica es menor. El análisis del diseño, usando el programa GRIN, demuestra que
solamente los modos bajos sobreviven después de multiples reflexiones.

PACS: 42.55.Px; 42.60.Da; 42.60.Jf

l. INTRODUCTION

Since its invention in 1962 the GaAs semiconductor laser has become a reliable and
eflicient miniature source of coherent light, calling immediately the attention of scientists
and engineers to its multiple applications. Sincc then, modeling and then fabrication of
new types of scmiconductor laser have registered trcmendous advances that are continuing
through the 90's. The key to the expanding capabilities of scmiconductors diode lasers
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technology, has been the development of new structnres, compounds, materials growth
and fabrication techniques; in the continuing search for higher reliability and efficiency,
better control and higher power operation [1].

The key area of research concerns two of the basic characteristics of a diode laser: the
power obtained and the spatial coherence which determines the capability of the laser
light 1.0 be focused. While many applications of diode lasers, such.<1.8optical pumping
of solid state lasers, infrared laser illumination, laser soldering, eye snrgery and others
depend mainly on the level of power obtained from the laser, many others such as 01'-
tical data storage, telecommunications via single mode fibers, satellite communication,
printing, etc., require power and a high degree of spatial coherence al. the same time.

Obtaining both high power and high spatial coherence simultaneously in a diode
laser represents a difficult technical challenge, caused primarily by the spatial multimode
behavior of the laser al. high power leve!s. This insufficiency has resulted inmuch research
work in the search for a laser design that ineludes both characteristics. Even though sorne
methods have given satisfactory results, the search continues for better and more efficient
laser structnres and models.

Some of the most successful approaches 1.0 high power coherent laser diodes has been
the phase-locked multichannel arrays [2-5] initiated by Scifres el al. in the late 70's,
continued by Ackley and Engelmann [6,7) and by D. Botez el al. [S-lO]; and master
oscillator/power amplifier (MOPA) configurations [11-13], that consists of a master os-
dllator working al. relatively low power, coupled 1.0 an amplifier that raises the power
leve!.

Unstable resonators (URs) [14,15] have become another important approach. A UR
cavity provides less amplification and increases the losses for the high order modes since
they are spatially more extended and leave the cavity after a few passes. In contrast the
fundamental (on-axis) mode stays in the cavity for more passes and therefore is amplified
more. In this way discrimination in favor of the fundamental spatial mode, even for a
large volume cavity, can be obtained [16].

Several UR cavity confignrations are possible in a semiconductor laser. In 19S0,
Bogatov el al., built an asymmetrical UR laser diode by grinding and polishing a eleaved
facet into the shape of a cnrved surface, using diamond paste and a nylon string [17].
Even though the power level ami the degree of spatial coherence reached were relatively
low, this early work demonstrated the effectiveness of the UR method and encouraged
the interest of many researchers.

In 19S5 Craig el al. [IS] and Salzman el al. [19]' reported fabrication of similar
UR diode lasers using wet chemical etching and reactive-ion-et.ching (RIE) t.echniques,
respect.ively 1.0 et.ch cnrved mirrors on the facet.s of t.he laser. Lat.er works by Largent. el
al. [20], Tilt.on el al. [21]' and more recently DeFreez el al. [22], have shown t.he soundness
of t.his approach by using improved t.echniques allowing more cont.rollable paramet.ers.

A different. approach, that. it is believed will lead 1.0 a mOfe manufacturable device,
consist.s in integrating the diverging element.s inside the cavity by using a t.wopart waveg-
uide. The prirnary wavcguide is an aSYIlllllctric gradcd-index ane! separatc-confinClllcllt
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FIGURE 1. Illustrating the two part waveguide laser concepto Laser light is originated at the
primar}' high index region. Lasing modcs couple w¡tIt the secondary high index region where
diverging elements are incorporatcd that transform the mediuITI iuto an unstable resouator.

laser heterostrueture (GRIN-SClI) with a <¡uantum well gain region. The lasing mode
eouples to a seeondary waveguide loeated beneatb or above the primary waveguide, where
diverging elements are ineorporated to provide the unstable resonator aetion. Figure 1
illustrates this idea.

One example of this is the regrown lens train (RLT) laser implernented by S.T. Srini-
vasan et al., at the CHTM of UNM, in whieh negative diverging lens elernents are etehed
into a GaAs layer above the GRIN-SClI ami subse<¡uently regrowth with a lower index
p-type cladding layer [23].

The shaped unstable resonator (SHUR) la..",r (Fig. 2), is another approaeh using the
same principie [24J. The SHUR la.ser is in some respeets similar to the RLT laser, however
light divergenee is obtained in a different manner. Starting with an AlxGa¡_xAs (x = 0.4,
n = 3.324.)jGaAs (n = 3.59) GRIN-SClI, hL,er strueture (Fig 3), au extra GaAs layer
(etehed layer), that has been previously photo etched with the aid of an ahnost parabolie
Ar ion Laser beam, is located below the active layer. The two GaAs layers are embedded
between two AlxGa¡_xAs dadding layers [25J. This non-planar GaAs guide, designated
as the etehed layer (after the metho<l used to fabrieate it), causes an approximately
parabolie lateral ERI variation of the medium, which is higher towards the sides of the
strueture as illustrated in the lower part of Fil'. 2. So the optical eavity becomes a shaped
unstable resonatar (SIIUR.)

The purpose of this work is to describe the geometrical design for sueh afarementione<l
SHUR laser eavity. The <lesign is based on a theoretical model that prediets single mode
operation, in a semiconductor laser, as long as radiatioIl takcs place in a mediuln with
diverging in<lex profile with <¡uadratic variation in the lateral direetion [26,27J.
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FIGURE 2. Schematic representation illustrating the SHUR laser concepto The curved area rep-
resents the photoetched GaAs layer (secondary waveguide) on top of which an AlxGal_xAs layer
is regrown and then the GRlN-SCH (primary waveguide) is completed. The medium becomes
an unstable resonator after this operation due to the lateral effective index that increases with
distance fram the laser axis.
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FIGURE3. Transverse schematic view, not to scale, of the GRIN-SCH for the SHUR laser showing
the variation of the composition. The structure is growIl up to the GaAs layer and etehed, then
it is regrown until completed. A diagram of tlle refractive index variation along this direction can
be seen in Fig. 9 when the GRIN code is used to graph the transverse mode.

2. GEOMETRIC THEORY OF SHUR CAVITY

When light propagates in a dielectric waveguide, a complex but interesting phenomenon
occurs. Propagation takes place in modes, i.e., not aH directions in which light moves
inside the slab are aHowed. These modes are characterized by certain discrete values
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of the light propagation eonstant in a given direetion and depend on the real refraetive
indiccs and thieknesses of thc layers forming thc wavegnidc. Mathematieally speaking,
eaeh mode is a solntion to thc wavc cqnation in that medium and eorresponds physically
to a eharacteristie spatial distribntion of the wavc front.

If the medium is a waveguidc formcd by thc supcrposition of scverallayers of different
refraetive index, whieh is thc normal case for a diode laser, the layers interaet in sueh a
way that an ERl rcsults for eaeh modc [281. This ERI ultimately detcrmines the behavior
of light inside the waveguide. Hcnec in gcneral, light propagation can be affeeted by
ehanges in the ERI of the waveguidc mcdinm.

If a lateral ERI variation is added to thc wavcguide sueh that the ERI inereases with
distanee from the laser axis, thc allowed modcs will diverge as they pass along the eavity
sinee, aeeording to Snell's law, light always deviates towards the higher index regions.
This leads to lateral anti-gniding.

If sueh a strueturally modilied mcdium is nsed as a resonant eavity for a semiconductor
laser, where the light is bounecd back ami forth by thc addition of faeet mirrors at eaeh
end, this convcrts the medium into a continnous UR allowing coherent operation of a
wide stripe laser at high powcr lcvels.

2.1. DESIGN OF TIIE SHUR CAVITY

For a basic undcrstanding of thc physics behind these fnndamental idcas, it is essential
to describe thc optical propertics of snch continuous unstable cavity by deriving some
useful formulas. Dcduction of thcse formulas is done by nsing a gcometrical optical ap-
proximation solntion to the wavc cquation to dctcrmine thc divcrgence path of latcrally
diverging light rays.

It can be provcn [291 that for a mcdium whose index of refraetion has a quadratic
lateral dcpendence

the light rays insidc thc medinm are exponential curves described by

x = Acl1Z
1

(1)

(2)

as shown in Fig. 4; where x is thc latcral dircction, z is the beam propagation direction,
no is thc refraetive index at thc center of the me<1ium,n2 is a constant (parabolic index
profilc) and TI a constant that can bc expressed as

)2n2'1= -.no

Also in such a case, the wavcfronts are cylindrical, llamcly

(3)

(4)
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FIGURE 4. Propagation path P oC light inside a one dimensional medimIl with quadratic lateral
index variatioll.

where

a = J 2~:0 (5)

and with a eonstant radins of enrvatnre that is independent of the longitudinal eoordinate
z, given by

1 1
r = - = -. (6)

2a 1)

Also it is found that the laser magnifieation, defined as the lateral displaeement of a ray
at some position x(zo), divided by its value after a round trip propagation x(zo + L), is
expressed by

(7)

where L is the resonator length.
Equations (1)-(7) together with Figs. 5 and 6 are partielllarly Ilscful in the design of

the SHUR. Figure 5 is a sehematie front view of the CaAs variable thiekness etehed layer
showing the parameters used, In this fignre d is the remaining thickness of the layer after
etehing, D is the maximum value allowed for d and "U the ERl vallle at this point. At
the eenter of the etehing x = O, d = do and the EIU is eqllal to "o. The etehed depth is
Ev and W is the maximum value of the etehed profile width; while in Fig. 6, the lateral
ERI for this strlletnre has been ealculated, as flln<:tion of thc CaAs layer etehed depth
d, with the aid of CRIN codeo

To proeeed with ealculations, it is neeessary to know thc ehannel etehed width W,
the etehed depth Ev and the length L of the laser. Vallles for M between Iv! = 2.6 and
Iv! = 7.3 were used here as appropriate. Sueh values have bcen already mentioned for
sueeessflll operation in other unstable resonatars [29].

In general, sllppose the values of "o, M and L are fixed. From Eq. (1) the maximum
vallle W of the ctchcd width can be expresscd in terms 01'1![), no, and 1t2 as

W=2 (8)
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FIGURE5. Schematic representation of the GaAs etching layer (n = 3.59) imbedded in the
Alo.4G"".6As cladding layer (n = 3.324), showing the basic parameters used for SHUR laser
modeling. D is the unetched layer thiekness, do is the layer thiekness at the eenter of the etehing
(at x = O) and n,,, = no at that point. At the edge of the etehing (at x = Wj2) n,,, = nD.
ED = D - <4J is the etehed depth and W is the etehed width. Lateral n,'1 of the stllleture follows
approximately the same variation as the etehed protile.

Combining Eqs. (3) and (7) n2 beeomes

n2 = nor¡2 = no (IUM)2
2 2 2L (9)

Therefore for given values of no, M, and L, W depends only ou the change in n from
eenter to edge (this is: changes in no). Values of M can be also obtained as follows:
suppose that the strueture is etehed so that do = 0.03 I"n at the eenter aud D = 0.13 p.m
at the edge of the etched region (see Figs. 5 aud 6), whieh automatieally sets the etched
depth Eo = 0.1 p.m. If W = 200 P.III,then the lateral distance x from the center to the
edge of the etehed regiou is 100 P.III. It cau be seeu from Fig. 6 that n = 3.3610 (no) at
the ceuter and n = 3.4063 (nD) at the edge of the etched width. From Eqs. (1), (3), and
(7) we obtain M = 5.165, for L = 500 I"U.

These results can be used to compare the SHUR design to other types of unstable
resonator lasers, fabricated by other methods, through their equivalent geometrical prop-
erties. One may choose, for example, the same values for M that have been already set
for reference (M = 2.6 and M = 7.3).

So for L = 500 p.m and no = 3.3610 aud the correspoudillg values of n2. The
comparative expressious for W take the formo
For M = 2.6,

W=2 nD - 3.3610
1.534 x 10-6 11I1l-2 .
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FIGURE 6. ERI variation as function of the GaAs etching layer thickness d, as given by the
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For M = 5.165,

W=2
nD - 3.3610

4.530 X IO-G 1'11I-2 .

And fiually for M = 7.3,

W =2
7lD - 3.:3610

6.640 x lO-o 1'11I-2 .

For these three differeut cases allowing nD to vary between 3.3610 and 3.4063, which
are the lilllit valnes as the etched layer thickness varies betweell 0.3 ILln and 0.13 l'lll
(Fig. 6), the graphs shown iu Fig. 7 were obtailled. So if a laser with Iv! = 2.6 is
desired, one choice is to set W = 200 I"IIl aud 71 = 3.3765 directly frolll the graph, which
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FIGURE 8. Laser magnification M as function of the etched depth, at different values of the
chaullel width. Note the almost linear relatioIlship among these variables. The etching layer
total thickness D is 0.13 {tm.

corresponds to an etching layer thickness of 0.08 I,m and correspondingly to an etched
depth of 0.05 11In. Hence a range of possibilities for simulating lasers with unstable
resonators, by changing the etching conditions, are available.

Figure 8 shows a different case; the variation of the laser magnilication M with
the etched depth, for different etched widths. This graph allows the calculation of the
value of M if the etching conditions are known. The relations are almost linear for the
range of values used. Also note that this graph is valid only for refractive index values
corresponding to GaAs and AlxGal_xAs and would be somewhat different for different
components.

From this graph it can be seen that etched depth values Eu between 0.030 ¡lIn and
0.080 I,m together with an etched width ehannel W = 160 11In,would be appropriate to
set typical M values between 2.6 and 7.3 (chosen previously as reference values for M).
So this was the etehing parameters range selected for the SHUR laser processing.

2.2. ANALYSISOF THE ETCIIEDSTRUCTURE\VITIITHE GRIN CODE

The GRIN computer code can be also used to calculate the amplitude distribution at
the output of a laser structure where the number of layers, the thickness and refractive
index of each one are known. The different layers are simulated simply by giving to the
computer the real refraetive indices and thicknesses of each layer. The results of the
analysis help to establish the design of the actual resonator. This Section will show the
results of the analysis done, with the GRIN computer code, to the modified GRIN-SCH
structure.

Figures 9a to 9d show graphieally the increased coupling that results from increasing
the thickness d of the GaAs etching layer. These figures represent the optical field at
various distances from the central axis in the lateral direction. It. should be noted that
the GRIN-SCH structure is asymmetric to assure adequate coupling of the exiting mode
to the GaAs layer where mode discrimination takes place. Analysis shows the exiting
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FIGURE 9. Schematie view of the SHUR ¡a;;er strueture different transversal planes showing the
transverse refractive index variation (lower graph) and the outcoming aptical field (upper graph),
as simulated by the GRIN computer codeo The tap left figure is a front view of the laser structure.
The da;;hed line indieate, the mentioned planeo (a) Note at the center plane the GaAs etching
layer thickness d is equal to 0.03 J1.m. (b) At aplane sueh that d is equal to 0.06 J1.m, note that
the optical field starts being eonfined towards the sides of the strueture. (e) At aplane where
d = 0.08 ¡1m, note that the optieal field is still more eonfined iuto the etched channe!. (d) Finally
at aplane where d = 0.13 ¡Hn, note that the optical field is almost eonfined into the GaAs etehing
layer.

fieJd amplitude distribution eoupJing from the primary to the seeondary waveguide as
the ,Jatter becomes wider and wider. At the eenter of the strueture (Fig. 9a) light is
mostJy eonfined in the primary wave guide, while at the end of (he etehed section, light
is concentrated at the secondary waveguide, as seen in Fig. 9d.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

A key characteristic of the SHUR cavity is that gain discrimination depends almost
exclusively on geometric factors that are determined by the etching conditions atIClare
in principIe flexible and manageable. This allows us to select the required value of
divergence. In spite of the concept similarity between the RLT and the SHUR cavities,
there is an important difference. The SHUR laser cavity contains none of the scattering
interfaces that are present at each of the "lens" elements in the RLT device.

Que iInportant consideration, when designing the transverse structure, is to avoid
supporting the second transverse mode, to guaranty suitable transverse spatial coherence.
Previous modeling with the GRIN computer cade showed that for values of d of less than
0.1 Jjm, only one mode exists inside the structure in the transverse direction [29]. For
the SHUR cavity, this is the allowed mnge of values for the etching layer thickness to
vary at the center of the structure (i.e., 0.03 < do < 0.1 1,m), to assure that only the
fundamental tmnsverse mode is excited.

Performance of SHUR laser devices fabricated by this method were described in detail
in Ref. 24. However for the sake of comparison with other similar lasers, some of the
data will be mentioned here: up to 770 mW pulsed, per facet, was obtained, with an
external quantum slope efficiency of 66% double face. The threshold current was 1.4 A.
A lobe of the focused beam, with twice the diffmction limited width, contained 47% of
the single-facet power.

It should be mentioned that nature of light coupling among layers, as function of light
polarization, wavelength and others pammeters, was no studied. However such results
could be included in asome different version of this work.
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